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Thanks for watching!

Testing results

Multiuser crossbrowser and crossplatform app with integration in multiple social nets.

Handy and intuitive interface.

App working flawlessly during many years of work and enjoying high demand in its field.

Types of software testing

Requirements testing

Integration testing

System testing

UI testing

Stress testing

Load testing

Mobile testingMobile testing

Usability testing

Creation of test documentation

Cross browser and multiplatform 
testing

Provided documents and reports

Test plan

Check list for web service

Check list for mobile app

Test cases

Use cases

Test reports

Load Load report following each new 
version release

Recommendations on improvements 
based upon each sprint

Team engaged

1 QA team lead, 2 QA engineers

Duration

4000 man-hours

Project type

Web service and mobile app, apk

Tools and Platforms

Tools: Jira, Google Docs, JMeter

Platforms: Windows, Android, iOS

Challenges for QA team

We had to test support of a large number of users. It was important to check not only the stability 
of the app operation at high loads, but also the response speed.

The team was challenged to check the app on a large number of mobile devices and how it syncs 
with various social networks.

A big built-in photo editor with the preset templates for editing photos and creation of collages 
demanded thoroughful testing of various logical connections in the app.

Social Platform

Social platform with a variety of media content, namely: music, photos, photo editor. The main 
purpose of this platform was to join or supplement the existing accounts in various social 

networks.

We have successfully completed over 100 projects in 20+ countries 
across the globe. The majority of our clients reside in the United 
States, Canada and the European Union.


